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Abstract

Bacteria primarily exist in robust, surface-associated communities known as biofilms, ubiquitous in both natural and anthropogenic environments. Mature biofilms resist a wide range of antimicrobial treatments and pose persistent pathogenic threats. Treatment of adherent biofilm is difficult, costly, and, in medical systems such as catheters or implants, frequently impossible. At the same time, strategies for biofilm prevention based on surface chemistry treatments or surface microstructure have been found to only transiently affect initial attachment. Here we report that Slippery Liquid-Infused Porous Surfaces (SLIPS) prevent 99.6% of Pseudomonas aeruginosa biofilm attachment over a 7-day period, as well as Staphylococcus aureus (97.2%) and Escherichia coli (96%), under both static and physiologically realistic flow conditions. In contrast, both polytetrafluoroethylene and a range of nanostructured superhydrophobic surfaces accumulate biofilm within hours. SLIPS shows ~35x reduction of attached biofilm versus best-case-scenario, state-of-the-art PEGylated surface—and over a far longer timeframe. We screen for and exclude as a factor cytotoxicity of the SLIPS liquid, a fluorinated oil immobilized on a structured substrate. The inability of biofilm to firmly attach to the surface and its effective removal under mild flow conditions (~1 cm/s) result from the unique, non-adhesive, “slippery” character of the smooth liquid interface, which does not degrade over the experiment timeframe. We show that SLIPS-based anti-biofilm surfaces are stable in submerged, extreme pH, salinity, and UV environments; they are low-cost, passive, simple to manufacture, and can be formed on arbitrary surfaces. We anticipate that our findings will enable a broad range of anti-biofilm solutions in the clinical, industrial, and consumer spaces.
Bacteria in their natural state form biofilms—structured, multicellular communities—on surfaces in natural and anthropogenic environments. (1-2) Biofilms contaminate a wide variety of infrastructure elements, systems, and devices, such as plumbing, oil refineries, medical implants, food processing facilities, and heating and air conditioning networks. (3-5) Marine fouling, which initiates with the accumulation of bacterial biofilm on ship hulls followed by the attachment of larger marine organisms, increases the fuel burn of seafaring vessels by up to 40%. (6) In medical settings, biofilms are the cause of persistent infections—implicated in 80% or more of all microbial cases—releasing harmful toxins and even obstructing indwelling catheters. Such nosocomial infections affect about 10% of all hospital patients in the United States, result in nearly 100,000 deaths annually, and consequently drive much of current biotechnology research. (7-9)

Biofilms protect their constituent cells in various ways, which makes both clinical and industrial contamination difficult and/or costly to treat. As self-organized communities, biofilms have evolved differentiated cell phenotypes performing complementary functions. The cooperative behavior of bacterial cells, mediated by cell-cell communication and other factors, enables an increased metabolic diversity and efficiency as well as an enhanced resistance to environmental stresses, antimicrobial agents, and immune response. For example, some constituent cells are active in spreading the biofilm while others enter dormant states invulnerable to many antimicrobials. (10-13) The macroscopic physical properties of biofilms, in which cells are bound together by protein and exopolysaccharide matrix, also protect them by resisting penetration of conventional liquid and vapor-phase antimicrobials. (14) Indeed, the resistance to threats covers a wide range of treatments: exposure to chlorine bleach for 60 minutes still leaves live cells (8); biofilms in pipes flushed continuously with multiple biocides over 7 days recolonize the pipes (15), and biofilms survive in bottled iodine solution for up to 15 months. (16)
Clearly, it is extremely desirable to prevent rather than treat biofilm formation, and accordingly a wide range of bacteria-resistant surfaces have been proposed. Most strategies rely either on a release of biocidal compounds or on inhibiting adhesion. In the first case, techniques involve the design of coatings or bulk materials that release agents such as antibiotics, quaternary ammonium salts, and silver ions into the surrounding aqueous environment. The latter approach has focused on the use of surface chemical functional groups that inhibit protein adsorption as a means to inhibit bacterial adhesion. Examples include low-surface-energy, weakly polarizable materials (e.g., Teflon) that minimize van der Waals interactions; zwitterionic, mixed-charge, or amphiphilic materials that utilize surface inhomogeneities (e.g., charge and hydrophobicity) to frustrate adhesion at the nano- to micrometer scales; and hydrophilic polymeric materials that form highly hydrated surfaces to inhibit protein adhesion. One of the most commonly studied hydrophilic modifications is poly(ethylene glycol), or PEG. Solid/liquid/liquid antifouling interfaces based on complex coacervation and/or complex coacervate core micelles have also been reported. More recently, structured superhydrophobic surfaces mimicking the Lotus leaf have been suggested. Each of these strategies, however, is generally transient. Materials that persistently resist bacteria are difficult to achieve by surface chemistry or surface structuring alone. The surface molecules are subject to desorption over time, a limitation that has driven much research in the area of strengthening the physisorption of, e.g., PEG coatings. However, even if no desorption occurs and bacteria are unable to attach directly to a substrate, nonspecific adsorption of proteins and surfactants secreted by bacteria can still mask the underlying chemical functionality. Additionally, any defects in the surface chemistry could serve as nucleation sites for bacterial attachment. Structured superhydrophobic surfaces in the Cassie (trapped air) state are prone to irreversible wetting (Wenzel transition), especially with the production of bacterial surfactant, seriously limiting their lifetime in submerged environments. Strategies involving leaching of biocides are limited over a longer
timescale since their reservoir is finite and subject to depletion. Also, the emergence of antibiotic- and silver-resistant pathogenic strains, along with new restrictions on the use of biocide-releasing coatings in the marine environment, has necessitated the development of new solutions.

Traditional anti-biofouling surfaces are fundamentally in solid forms (i.e., their surface atoms/molecules are static or quasi-static in nature). Therefore, permanent interactions between the solid surfaces and the biological adhesives can eventually be established depending on the time scales of the adhesion processes, which then lead to stable attachment and biofouling. Creating a surface that possesses dynamic features down to nanometer scale (i.e., mobility of surface molecules or structures) may inhibit these permanent interactions, thereby significantly disrupting the biological adhesion. A potential approach to generate dynamic surfaces is to utilize a stabilized liquid interface. Inspired by the Nepenthes pitcher plant, we recently developed a new model of omni-repellent surface, one based not on an unstable and transient solid-air Cassie-type interface but rather on a stable, immobilized, and smooth liquid surface locked in place by a specially designed porous solid, allowing the material to function even when submerged. This novel slippery liquid-infused porous surface (SLIPS) is a material concept that exploits the extreme stability of the fully wetted liquid film to maintain repellency across a broad range of temperature, pressure, surface tension, and other conditions. Specifically, stable SLIPS is designed based on three important criteria: i) the chemical affinity between the lubricating fluid and the solid should be higher than that between the ambient fluid and the solid; ii) the solid should preferably be roughened so as to increase the surface area for the adhesion of the lubricating fluid and its immobilization; and iii) the lubricating fluid and the ambient fluid must be immiscible. Based on these principles and following a set of surface energy parameters, any porous or nanostructured solid—that can be roughened by the available techniques, be it either etching, spraying, surface nanostructuring or fiber formation, followed by the surface functionalization to match
the chemical nature of the infiltrated lubricant chosen to be immiscible with the ambient fluid—can form a stably immobilized, slippery interface (Figure 1a).

Here we report on the exceptional ability of SLIPS to prevent biofilm attachment. The SLIPS liquid in our setup is infiltrated into a porous polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) substrate (40-43) or microstructured fluoro-silanized Si wafer and presented as a smooth liquid-liquid interface to bacteria. Through rigorous quantification, we demonstrate that our SLIPS platform prevents up to 96-99% of common bacterial biofilms from attaching over at least a 7-day period in a low flow environment, a 35x advance over best-case-scenario, state-of-the-art surface chemistry treatments based on PEGylation.(44) This result extends across bacterial species, including the clinical pathogens *P. aeruginosa*, *S. aureus*, and *E. coli*. We furthermore confirm that the lack of biofilm attachment is not caused by any cytotoxicity of the SLIPS liquid, but by its exceptional mobility on the slippery interface. Moreover, the SLIPS anti-biofilm surfaces are stable when submerged, under extreme pH, salinity and UV exposure conditions, and can be formed on arbitrarily shaped surface contours, such as catheters, pipelines, or other systems requiring prolonged biofilm resistance.

**Results and Discussion**

In a simple test scheme, *Pseudomonas aeruginosa* TB culture was deposited in puddles that were statically incubated upon three surface typologies: a porous PTFE membrane (0.2 µm pore size) served as a conventional low-adhesive, superhydrophobic control surface; a PTFE membrane infused with perfluoropolyether (Krytox-103) formed a SLIPS material (Figure 1b-e), and a fluoro-silanized patterned silicon wafer featuring four different high-aspect-ratio micropost arrays presented a superhydrophobic surface, able to repel and roll off water (Figure SI-1 and Movie SI-1). The use of PTFE membrane in combination with perfluorinated lubricant has an advantage of avoiding the first two steps
in the SLIPS fabrication scheme shown in Figure 1a. After 48 h of room temperature growth in static culture, the viable cell concentration of the imposed bacterial cultures on both surfaces was on the order of $10^8$ mL$^{-1}$. The bacteria were fixed and stained, and the fluorescence micrographs of resulting growth are shown in Figure 1b-c. While robust and uniform biofilm coverage is observed on both flat PTFE and superhydrophobic silicon, only sparse and isolated cells are seen on the SLIPS. In fact, early-stage bacterial growth on PTFE and SLIPS submerged in static culture (Figure SI-2) produces a submonolayer of unattached cells on SLIPS that randomly drift with convective currents in the liquid. The test surfaces were also manually tilted to compare the adhesion of the macroscopic biofilm slime as shown in Figures 2 and SI-1 and Movies SI-1-2. A droplet of bacterial medium grown on the control and superhydrophobic substrates shows complete wetting of the surface and either leaves a film of firmly attached slime or remains pinned at the ingrown biofilm as it is tilted. In contrast, biofilm on the SLIPS substrate (Figure 2 and Movie SI-2) slides readily upon simple tilting without leaving any visible residue.

We further analyzed the contact line pinning characteristics of the SLIPS and porous Teflon surfaces by monitoring the evaporation dynamics of bacterial culture droplets (Figure SI-3, Movie SI-3), as well as the stains remaining on the surfaces upon drying (Figures 1d-e and SI-4, Movie SI-4). In the absence of pinning, the droplet should follow a nearly constant contact angle mode of evaporation (47), without the formation of a coffee ring stain.(48) Indeed, this mode was consistent with our observations (Figure SI-3, Movie SI-3) of the contact line movement for the bacterial droplet evaporation from the SLIPS surface. The absence of the coffee ring formation also indicates that the adhesion of the bacteria on the SLIPS is small as compared to the forces imparted by the meniscus of the droplet (45-46), and we demonstrate in Figure SI-4 and Movie SI-4 that the dried biofilm is extremely easily removed from SLIPS by adhesive tape. In contrast, an evaporating droplet on the porous Teflon was strongly pinned, leading to a constant contact area mode of evaporation (47) and to the formation of an irremovable coffee ring.(48) These visual demonstrations of biofilm non-attachment to SLIPS and of
resisting $3.5 \times 10^8$ mL$^{-1}$ bacterial liquid are consistent with both macroscopic and microscopic quantification in the present study.

While the above static experiments clearly show poor biofilm attachment to SLIPS compared to other surfaces, it is important to emphasize that many, if not most, environments, in which biofilm prevention is imperative, are not static. Most submerged biofilm formation occurs under various flow conditions, e.g., in plumbing, ship hulls, catheters, or implant surfaces, and biofilms are known to attach robustly to substrates under flow. The design of surfaces on which biofilm attachment is sufficiently weak such that the cells can be removed even by gentle flow would provide a persistent antifouling strategy superior to bactericidal or chemical approaches. Accordingly, biofilm attachment was studied on test surfaces lining a dual flow cell, through which the bacterial culture was continuously circulated by a peristaltic pump. Under flow conditions of 10 mL/min volume flow rate and ~1 cm/s linear velocity, both a control PTFE and SLIPS surface were exposed in parallel to PA14 bacterial culture for 24 h, 48 h, and 7 d (168 h) periods. We further verified that the functionality of SLIPS does not degrade over the experimental time frame (Figure SI-5). Indeed, the PTFE and SLIPS substrates following 48 h growth show a yellowish, slimy appearance of control substrates and a visually uncontaminated SLIPS (Figure 3a-b). To quantitatively compare the biomass accumulated in flow by optical density, equal-area samples of the substrates with attached biofilm was stained by crystal violet. This macroscopic assay showed a dramatic difference between the substrates, seen in Figure 3a-b. Crystal violet absorbance, proportional to the attached biomass, showed a 99.6% average reduction in biofilm on SLIPS as compared to control PTFE following 7-day bacterial growth in the flow (Figure 3c). By comparison, PEGylated titanium surfaces have been reported to reduce biofilm attachment by 86% after 5 h of growth (44), and massive biofilm growth occurs after that period. We measured the 48 h growth of *P. aeruginosa* on Ti-coated glass slides (prepared as described in (44)) to differ by < 19% from PTFE, indicating similar long-term biofilm attachment on these two controls and thus a similar starting point.
for attachment reduction. Even if no PEG desorption or chemical masking were to occur following 7
days in bacterial culture, the 14% relative biofilm attachment (44) would still be ~35 times more than we
measured on the SLIPS substrate after one week of growth (Figure 1f).

It should be noted that the flow velocity of ~1 cm/s that we chose for our study was intended as
a conservatively gentle condition. In other environments where biofilms form, e.g., a residential
building water pipe or a ship hull, typical flow velocities can be on the order of 1 m/s and 10 m/s
respectively, with proportionately higher shear forces that would accelerate biofilm removal from a
SLIPS substrate. In biological and biomedical systems such as indwelling catheters, urinary tracts, and
the human vascular system, flow velocities can also be more aggressive, on the order of 10-100 cm/s,
although 1-10 cm/s is more typical.(52-53) In addition to flow, we further examined the robustness of
slippery behavior of SLIPS against extreme environmental conditions: 7 days immersion in hexadecane,
concentrated brine (10x the salinity of ocean water), in acid (pH ~ 1) and base (pH ~ 14), as well as
exposure to 1000kJ/m² of UV–approximately the annual UV exposure of the southwestern United
States. As shown in Figure SI-6 and Movie SI-5,6, the slipperiness of the interface did not degrade over
our experimental time frame.

To characterize biofilm attachment to PTFE and SLIPS substrates on the microscale, we
fluorescently imaged multiple sample areas following 24 h, 48 h, and 7-day flow condition growths.
Biofilm on the control surface appeared characteristically dense, three-dimensional, and uniform (Figure
4ab). On the SLIPS, only sparse, isolated single cells or microcolonies were observed (Figure 4cd), and
these appeared to be unattached or poorly attached, i.e., drifting with convective currents in the
ambient fluid. The average fluorescence intensities of 20 representative fields of view per substrate
were computed as numeric pixel averages [(R+G+B)/3]. While not fully capturing intensity from out-of-
focus biofilm structure on the control surface, the control values may be considered a lower limit; thus
there is at least a 98% average intensity reduction in the fluorescence signal from PTFE to SLIPS, similar to the global quantification by crystal violet absorbance.

To confirm that the dramatic biofilm attachment inhibition on SLIPS substrates is not a result of cytotoxicity of the SLIPS liquids, we screened four of the lubricants for effects on bacterial growth. These included the Krytox 103, Krytox 100, perfluorotripentylamine (FC70), and perfluorodecalin.(54) The growth curves of *P. aeruginosa* were measured following growth in shaken TB cultures—thereby assuring uniform exposure—with 1% concentrations of each SLIPS liquid. As seen in Figure 4e, statistically indistinguishable bacterial growth occurred at 3, 6, 9, and 30 h for all tested SLIPS liquids as compared to the control culture with no lubricant. Equivalent or lower concentrations of three negative controls—silver nitrate (a common antiseptic compound and representative of silver impregnated surfaces), bleach, and glutaraldehyde (commonly used for clinical tool sterilization)—were also investigated. As expected, all three exhibited massive toxicity, in contrast to the null effect of the SLIPS liquids.

The exceptional ability of SLIPS to resist the attachment of *P. aeruginosa* by providing a non-adhesive, slippery interface, independent of any specific chemical or physical features of the cells, coupled with the stability of the SLIPS in diverse, including submerged, environments, raised the exciting question of SLIPS’s potential as a general antifouling material resisting a broad spectrum of biofilms. Of particular importance is the ability to combat pathogenic biofilms encountered in biomedical settings and accumulated on devices such as catheters and implants under flow. To test the species generality of the SLIPS platform, we studied attachment of two other clinically important, biofilm-forming pathogens, *Staphylococcus aureus* (SC01) and *Escherichia coli* (ZK2686), for 48 h under identical flow conditions. As shown in Figures 5a-b, *S. aureus* attachment was reduced by 97.2% and *E. coli* by 96% versus PTFE, based on crystal violet absorbance. While these species form variably robust biofilms on PTFE, their final attachment to SLIPS was all comparably minimal. Visualized by fluorescence in Figures 5c-f, dense,
uniform bacterial coverage and sparse, isolated cells were observed on the control surface and SLIPS, respectively. This indicates that SLIPS’s anti-fouling function is nonspecific and spans phylogenetically diverse pathogenic biofilm-forming bacteria.

From our experimental observations, it is apparent that the bacteria are presented with a smooth liquid “surface,” and as such, there may be no ability to anchor to the mobile interface via pili and other cellular mechanisms as would be possible on a solid surface. The SLIPS liquid is also immiscible with aqueous bacterial medium; the surface tension at the interface (56.0 +/- 0.9 mN/m) may be difficult for bacteria to penetrate, even with bacterial surfactant production. Indeed, we did not observe bacteria embedding within the SLIPS, indicating that bacteria cannot swim through the interface. This is consistent with reported confinement of bacteria, biofilms and even mammalian cells in oil-water emulsion studies. Interestingly, whereas *S. aureus* is reported to adhere well to a hexadecane-water interface (~45 mN/m), and whereas *P. aeruginosa* is a known hydrocarbon degrader, neither attaches to form biofilm on the immobilized perfluorinated fluid in our SLIPS. Whether any cohesive biofilm does transiently form on SLIPS before being sheared off by even mild flow, or whether the bacteria simply remain planktonic in the medium, remains an interesting question. Without access to the solid material beneath a SLIPS liquid, bacteria may be unable to attach, remaining subject to ambient flow and thus subject to passive removal. Given the vast diversity of bacteria and their motility and adhesive approaches, it would be an interesting future study to consider their mobility across liquid-liquid interfaces as a function of varying interfacial tension and other factors.

In any case, at present there are no known nontoxic anti-biofilm synthetic surfaces that are capable of preventing diverse biofilm accumulation over a period of 1 week or longer under low flow conditions. Our result of up to 96-99.6% reduction in attachment over a 7-day range is a step change beyond state-of-the-art technology and is promising for a wide range of applications.
Conclusion

We have demonstrated a novel approach for preventing surface biofilm attachment—simply presenting a structured surface with immobilized liquid to bacteria—and obviating the need for biofilm control by toxic release, intensive chemical attack, or even mechanical removal. We have presented proof of concept, including a 1-2 order of magnitude advance in 7-day attachment prevention versus best-case-scenario PEG-functionalized surfaces, for one of the most common and opportunistic pathogens in both terrestrial and aquatic environments, *Pseudomonas aeruginosa*, as well as for *Staphylococcus aureus* and *Escherichia coli*. From a fabrication standpoint, the SLIPS lubricant can be chosen from a wide range of biocompatible liquids, while the immobilizing texture of the solid substrate can be derived by simply casting or etching porous texture directly on material surfaces that must remain biofilm-free. For example, a variety of methods to roughen and modify solid substrates of arbitrary geometries, including pipes, have been developed.(63-65), all of which could be converted into SLIPS upon appropriate surface functionalization and addition of a lubricant. Insensitive to the structural details of the underlying porous solid (39), stable when submerged, and showing no degradation under a range of diverse environmental conditions, integrated SLIPS-based surfaces that are both nontoxic and biofilm-resistant hold exciting promise for a range of cost- and potentially life-saving antifouling applications in the biomedical and industrial spaces.

Methods

**SLIPS fabrication.** To prepare SLIPS, lubricating fluid was added onto the porous solids to form an over-coated layer. The lubricating fluids used for the anti-biofilm experiments were perfluorinated fluids: perfluoropolyethers (Dupont™ Krytox™ 100 and 103), perfluorotripentylamine (3M™ Fluorinert™ FC-70), and perfluorodecalin (Sigma Aldrich). The porous solids used were Teflon membranes with average
pore size of ≥ 200 nm and thickness of ~60 – 80 μm, which were manufactured by Sterilitech Corporation, WA, USA, and were used without further modification. With matching surface chemistry and substrate roughness, the lubricant spreads spontaneously onto the whole substrate through capillary wicking. The excess liquid not bound to the underlying solid was removed by tilting the surface and mildly applying compressed air.

**Silicon microstructure array fabrication.** Superhydrophobic microstructure arrays were fabricated on a 4” silicon wafer by the Bosch process. The microstructures consist of four types of geometries: d = 500 nm high-aspect-ratio (HAR) nanoposts, with pitch p = 2 μm; d = 1 μm HAR microposts, p = 3 μm; 5 μm T-shaped microposts; and 10 μm T-shaped microposts. The wafer was rinsed with EtOH, oxygen plasma treated for 30 s and was rendered hydrophobic by putting the sample in a vacuum desiccator overnight with a glass vial containing 0.2 mL heptadecafluoro-1,1,2,2-tetrahydrodecyltrichlorosilane (Gelest Inc).

**SLIPS stability characterization.** The robustness of SLIPS in extreme environments was tested by immersing samples for 7 days in acid (concentrated hydrochloric acid, 37%, pH ~ 1), base (concentrated potassium hydroxide, 47%, pH ~ 14), concentrated brine (sodium chloride solution, ~335.7g/L) equivalent to x10 oceanic salinity, and hexadecane (Movie SI-6); and by exposing to 50 mW/cm² of broadband UVA radiation for 33 min (equivalent to annual ambient UV exposure of 1000 kJ/m²). Slipperiness was quantified for each test by recording the sliding angle of a 30 μL water droplet (as well as an octane droplet) applied to the surface in air, using a Fowler Premium V-block variable-angle stage. The water droplets were applied at 0° (horizontal) and the angle was slowly adjusted in 0.5° increments until droplet movement was observed.

**Bacterial preparation and growth.** Bacterial strains *Pseudomonas aeruginosa* PA14, *Staphylococcus aureus* SC01, and *Escherichia coli* ZK2686 were each grown in LB medium (EMD LB Broth Miller)
overnight at 37°C in loosely capped tubes on an orbital shaker to the stationary phase. This LB preculture was then seeded at 1% concentration in one of the following: TB growth medium (BD Bacto Tryptone) for *P. aeruginosa*; TSB medium supplemented with 0.5% glucose and 3% NaCl for *S. aureus*; or M9 medium for *E. coli*. These bacterial cultures were incubated on the bench at room temperature.

**Flow cell setup.** A Tygon tube of inner diameter 3 mm was mounted in a peristaltic pump (Cole Parmer) and connected to a dual-chamber 3D-printed flow cell (chamber dimensions \( l = 10 \text{ cm}, w = 1 \text{ cm}, h = 1 \text{ mm} \)). The bottom surface and sidewalls of each chamber were lined with press-fit porous Teflon membrane; one was infused with Krytox 103 to create a SLIPS and the other was left untreated as a control. Bacterial culture was pumped into each tube until the loop was full and trapped air had been eliminated, after which the pump was operated for the desired periods of time (24 h, 48 h, 7 d).

**Toxicity screening.** Shaken cultures of 1% *P. aeruginosa* in TB were grown in triplicate in the presence of 1% by volume of the following reagents: Krytox 100, Krytox 103, Perfluorodecalin, FC70, bleach, as well as with 0.1% of AgNO₃, and 0.1% glutaraldehyde. Background samples containing only media and reagents were also prepared, as well as control cultures without added reagents. Samples were incubated in an orbital shaker at 37 °C at 200 rpm. Optical density measurements at 550 nm were taken at 3, 6, 9, and 30 h on a Perkin Elmer Lambda 40 UV-Vis spectrometer. Optical densities were normalized by subtracting backgrounds, i.e., the reagents in TB only.

**Imaging and analysis.** For fluorescence imaging of attached bacterial cells, the substrates were removed, gently rinsed in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) (1x) (Lonza Biowhittaker), and the adherent bacteria were fixed by 5% glutaraldehyde solution for at least 1 h. 0.01% Triton X100 in PBS (PBST) was used to permeabilize the bacteria membranes over 15 min, after which the cells were stained with 0.5 µM SYTOX green nucleic acid stain (Invitrogen) in PBST for 30 min. Imaging was performed on a Leica DMX microscope. To analyze the fluorescence intensity of the micrographs, the average intensity image
of each sample’s micrograph set was generated in ImageJ and the average \( [(R+G+B)/3] \) pixel value and standard deviation were computed for each average intensity image.

**Biofilm quantification by crystal violet staining.** PTFE substrates were carefully sectioned with a scalpel into 3 x 3 cm segments, removed from the flow cell, gently rinsed in PBS, and stained by 0.1% crystal violet for 20 min. The stained samples were rinsed in a DIW bath and the bound crystal violet was eluted from each sample into 4 mL of 100% EtOH. Absorbance values at 590 nm of the resulting EtOH solutions were measured on a Perkin Elmer Lambda 40 UV-Vis spectrometer.
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**Figure Legends**

Figure 1. SLIPS preparation and biofilm attachment to the surfaces investigated in this study. (a) Schematic of slippery liquid-infused porous surface (SLIPS) material concept. A flat substrate (I) is nano-patterned or roughened (II), chemically functionalized (III), and infused with a compatible lubricating liquid (IV), of which the excess is removed (V). Porous Teflon substrates used in this study are stage III-ready for the infiltration with perfluorinated lubricants. The two-part system presents a “slippery” surface of highly immiscible immobilized liquid to bacteria. (b-c) Fluorescence micrographs of attached bacteria following 48 h incubation of *P. aeruginosa* biofilm on SLIPS (b) and superhydrophobic PTFE (c).
Scale bar = 30 µm. (d-e) Remains of an evaporated drop of *P. aeruginosa* biofilm-forming culture on SLIPS (d) and superhydrophobic PTFE (e). The poorly attached biofilm on the SLIPS substrate cleanly retracts from the surface as it evaporates (see Movie SI-3), leaving behind a small, easily removable pellet (see Movie SI-4). In contrast, biofilm grown on the PTFE and microstructured superhydrophobic silicon (Movie SI-1) shows complete wetting of the surface and leaves behind a slimy, firmly attached coffee ring. Scale bar = 2 cm. (f) Comparison of biofilm attachment to our SLIPS substrate after 7 days and to a PEGylated substrate after 5 h, as reported in (44). Even assuming a best-case scenario that its 5 h PEG performance can be maintained at 7 days without desorption or masking of surface chemistry, the 0.4% relative attachment to SLIPS represents a >30x improvement.

Figure 2. *P. aeruginosa* biofilm puddles grown for 24 h on a PTFE porous surface and a PTFE SLIPS surface infused with Krytox 103, before (a) and after (b) being tilted to test biofilm adhesion. A robust, ingrown, and therefore pinned biofilm forms on the control PTFE substrate, whereas biofilm on the SLIPS substrate slides readily without leaving any slime film or other visible residue.

Figure 3. Characterization of biofilm attachment to SLIPS and PTFE in a dual-chamber flow cell with 10 mL/min flow rate. (a-b) Photographs of the control PTFE and SLIPS substrates after the flow cell was opened following 48 h growth, both before (top) and after (bottom). crystal violet staining. (c) Crystal violet staining-based quantification of accumulated biomass on SLIPS versus control PTFE following 7 days of growth,

Figure 4. (a-d) Fluorescence imaging of *P. aeruginosa* biofilm attachment on control PTFE (a,b) and SLIPS (c,d) surfaces after 24 h (a,c) and 7 d (b,d) growths in 10 mL/min flow. Scale bar = 30 µm. (e) Indistinguishable growth curves \([n = 3]\) of *P. aeruginosa* cultured in shaken TB media containing 1% of the SLIPS liquids FC70, Krytox 100, Krytox 103, and perfluorodecalin at 3, 6, 9, and 30 h suggests no
toxicity and biocompatibility of the lubricant, while silver nitrate, bleach, and glutaraldehyde exhibited massive toxicity within these timeframes.

Figure 5. Biofilm attachment reduction by SLIPS extends to other highly pathogenic bacteria species. (a-b) Comparison of the attachment of biofilm-forming Staphylococcus aureus (a) and Escherichia coli (b) to PTFE and SLIPS. (c-f) Fluorescence imaging of S. aureus (c-d) and E. coli (e-f) bacterial cells attached to the control (c,e) and SLIPS (d,f) substrates, respectively. Scale bar = 30 µm.
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